Black Arts Festival ends on 'good note'  By KELLI FLINT and BOB WONDERHEIDE News Staff  Operating on a budget "too small to cover expenses," the Black Cultural Arts Festival concluded a month of activities with a fashion show and dance at the Athletic and Convocation Center Saturday night.  The major financing for the festival came through contributors within the University, according to student Piper Griffin. There is a basic budget, but that does not cover all of the expenses. "The Provost's Office is usually the largest contributor," she added.  The celebration of black history developed from a day to a week to a month, noted Griffin. "Blacks on this campus are proud of that and want to contribute to the celebration," she added.  The festival could have been better if more people had participated, according to Black Cultural Arts Council Chairman Harry Ammons. Ammons noted that the fashion show and Gospel Ensemble ended the festival on a "good note."  "Somehow, since the black community is so small, it helps the majority of the white population go know that the black culture really is," Ammons said.  Ammons added that for black students attending to Notre Dame, "that's getting a little better, it's a little more, there is a lot that can be learned."

The festival is intended to expose black history, according to student Colette Payne. "There is not enough exposure to black history on this campus. The environment is not conducive to that awareness," Payne. Griffin said she thinks the festival was "excellent" this year. "The support was there this year, it was different types of speakers this year, according to Griffin. "Last year we had Cicely Tyson and Marva Collins, she said. "This year, the names are not the same.

The festival also included a poetry session by poet Sonia Sanchez, a talent show, and the play "And You Thought All We Could Do Was Dance."

Grace raises money for 1979 ND graduate

By CINDY COLDIRON  Staff Reporter

The residents of Grace Hall hope to raise $2500 to help a former Notre Dame student who was paralyzed when he was shot by a kidnapper last December in Washington, D.C.

Paul Komlosi, a 1979 graduate of Notre Dame and a former Grace Hall resident, had been working as an aide to Rep. Dennis Eckart, a Democratic Congressman in Washington.

The program actually went into action when two men pointed a gun at him, jumped into his car and shoved him into the back seat. The men proceeded to drive around for several hours until one of them, without saying a word, shot Komlosi and the two left him to die.

Komlosi said later that he could tell right away that he was paralyzed. "If I was going to get out of this alive, I knew that I had to stay awake," he said. "But I thought, do I want to be paralyzed for life? It would have been easier to just over and die." Komlosi lives with his mother, who is a planning manager, and neither of them has the means to pay for a 12-week physical rehabilitation program that he needs. Confined to a wheelchair for the rest of his life, Komlosi had been very active in interhall sports at Notre Dame.

Mike Burton, president of Grace Hall and in charge of the fund-raiser, stated that raffle tickets will be sold tomorrow and Wednesday for $1 during lunch and dinner in Saint Mary's and Notre Dame dinning halls. Other Grace Hall residents who were involved in the planning of this fund-raiser include Bill Beck, Kevin Williams and Mark Rolfer.

Among the items to be raffled are: Phil Carter's football jersey, donated by Coach Gerry Faust; a basketball signed by all the Notre Dame basketball players, donated by Coach "Digger" Phelps; and a book written and autographed by Fr. Theodore Hesburgh.

The winning raffle tickets will be drawn Wednesday night at a time and place to be announced.

Reformed alcoholic analyzes addiction

By MICHAEL WILKINS  Staff Reporter

The Michiana Coalition on Alcohol and other Drug Abuse will present Los Angeles Dodger pitcher Don Newcombe, a reforming alcoholic, and drug abuse expert will be run by Bill Laney, and the news department, by John O'Donnell. Laney and O'Donnell are currently assistant directors of those departments. The management of the station's equipment will be handled by chief engineer Hugo Van Nippen.

The new executive board will officially assume their positions on April 1.  WSNF is now accepting applications for the positions of business manager, director of sales and director of public relations. All students are welcome to apply. For more information contact Mark Rowland.

WSND AM/FM announces new executive board

WSND AM/FM announces the new Executive Board for 1982-83, as elected by the present board members. Mark Rowland, a junior electrical engineering student, will head the new executive staff as station manager. He is currently the director of production. Rowland's position will be the only member of the executive staff to return next year.

Replacing Rowland in his capacity as production director will be a sophomore, Chris Breenec. Lynn Marie Forthaus, the current director of public relations, will assume the position of AM program director, and Charlie Burnes, now operations director of FM, will move up to AM program director. The sports department will be run by Bill Laney, and the news department, by John O'Donnell. Laney and O'Donnell are currently assistant directors of those departments. The management of the station's equipment will be handled by chief engineer Hugo Van Nippen.

The new executive board will officially assume their positions on April 1.

WSND is now accepting applications for the positions of business manager, director of sales and director of public relations. All students are welcome to apply. For more information contact Mark Rowland.

Can't they have with alcohol. Former First Lady Betty Ford also will speak later this month. The program actually went into full force last week, with lectures and forums on the effects See ADDICTION, page 3

Teenage thieves stalk Breen-Phillips, Farley

By VIC SCIULLI  Senior Staff Reporter

Several robberies in two girls dorms in the past few weeks on campus have alarmed residents and caused an increase in security in those two dorms. During the last week of February, several residents of Breen-Phillips and Farley halls were robbed of their wallets purses while rooms were unattended. Rooms on the second and third floors of Breen-Phillips were most affected by the burglaries. All the rooms were unlocked at the time. Residents reported seeing young boys running through the hall, but no suspects have been apprehended.

Two wallets, belonging to girls from other dorms were found in one of the bathrooms of Farley Hall last Friday. No suspicious characters were seen in the hall; no one is certain as to their identity, and no new information has been received.
students who resemble the 'Niedermeyer' type who is so concerned with the GPA and the Delta type who is so concerned with the nuclear arms race. His humor took us away from the impending death showed. It does not promise that you will always have the chance to do what you want to and enjoy the moment, for- getting the future, be- cause it might not be there.

This is not to say that everyone should totally discard the individual without regard to other peoples' rights and well-being. Bluto did not want to harm the members of the other fraternity in 'Animal House'. This is not to say that everyone should totally discard the individual without regard to other peoples' rights and well-being. Bluto did not want to harm the members of the other fraternity in 'Animal House'. He just wanted them to leave his Delta House alone.

In actuality he wanted them to respect his life.

It is with this respect for life that this column is dedicated to the memory of John Belushi and all the enjoyable moments his talents have added to my life and others.

Observer notes
The Observer incorrectly reported its News Department promotions last Thursday. The promotions are: to Senior Staff Reporter – Junior Michele Denton and Alan Woesche and Vic Scialli; to Staff Reporter – Junior Sonya Sinnamon, sophomore Cecilia Lucero and Tim Perkins; and freshmen Kathleen Doyle and Mike Lepe.

SENOIR FORMAL
"As Time Goes By"
April 17, 1982

Information Tables Set Up In
LaFeuente & LeMans, lobbies
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
11-2 pm
...Addiction

of alcohol and other drugs, as well as a special program highlighting new techniques in alcohol counseling.

"Awareness Month" is aimed at virtually every group in the community. Senior citizens have the opportunity to learn the problems that can occur when medicine and drugs are mixed. People working in various industries can learn the difficulties that can arise when alcohol interferes with work and the resources are available for the treatment of alcoholism.

Another of the goals for the campaign is to help alcoholics and people involved with an alcoholic to learn to cope with the disease. Families are able to learn how to live with an active alcoholic and how children of alcoholics will be influenced by the disease. People will also learn that intervention, the actual process of confronting the alcoholic, is the best way to combat alcoholism.

Special care is being given to educate youth and women, two groups that can be easily damaged by alcohol abuse. Not only will children ranging from high school to elementary age learn how alcohol can damage the body, but they also will learn alternatives to drinking—such as "getting high on your self"—and how to deal with alcohol responsibly.

"Though we will have people relating stories of how alcohol can ruin lives, we're not just trying to scare them into not abusing alcohol," Voor noted. "We're trying to show them options to drinking, or at least, how to drink responsibly."

The problems a woman may encounter with alcohol will receive special attention, not only because the problems of alcoholism appear to progress more rapidly in women, but also because of the problems that can occur when drinking during pregnancy. Birth defects associated with heavy alcohol use are known as "fetal alcohol syndrome." (FAS). The conditions related to FAS are permanent and can be very serious. Since no safe level has yet been established for pregnant women, the coalition is stressing education about drinking problems for pregnant women.

In all the groups, one basic theme appears. "What we're trying to tell everybody is 'take care of your body while you're taking care of your life,'" Voor said.

...continued from page 1

to how the waitlist got into Farley.

In a non-related incident, two young black teenagers were apprehended by security after Sr. Jean Lenz, rector of Farley, confronted them in the dorm's television room. The suspects were identified and questioned but were released.

The girls of both dorms have been cautioned to lock their doors at all times and to be suspicious of strangers in the hall.

Cosimo's Hair Design
18461 St. Rd. 23 South Bend,
call for appointment 277-1875
-shampoo, conditioner, cut style
Guys: $7.00 (reg. 13.00)
Girls $10.00 (reg. 18.00)
For Co-Designers Only.

JUNIORS
Our Senior Trip to Los Angeles will be November 24-28, 1982
Total Cost Will Be $375

INCLUDES:
- chartered plane to and from L.A.
- 4 nights at Sheraton Town House in downtown L.A.
- ticket to ND-USC football game
- rent-a-car with unlimited mileage for every group of 4
- plus more!!!

A $50 non-refundable deposit will be collected on March 24 and 25

only 500 places available

TO GET ON THE ROAD AGAIN... GOING PLACES THAT I'VE NEVER BEEN!

CALL TODAY FOR
GUARANTEED RESERVATIONS!

Let the Easy Rider make your Spring travel hassle-free!

EASY RIDER
to O'Heare

United Limo's Easy Rider will get you to O'Hare or the Niles Amtrak depot economically, comfortably, and on time!

Obtain tickets from your favorite travel agent or any United Limo office. Please make reservations at least 48 hours in advance for guarantee.

Driver has fresh pizza for sale on route.

HOURS
Mon.-Thurs., and Sun. 5 PM - 10:30 PM
Fri. and Sat. 5 PM - 12:30 AM
The Wild Duck soars to new heights

The ND/SMC theater production of Henrik Ibsen's *The Wild Duck* should not have been missed. This theater classic is Ibsen's finest play, and director Frederic Syberg deserves our admiration and gratitude for giving this rather difficult play a thoroughly adequate and quite enjoyable production.

**Walter Davis**

The play is about illusions: how they are fostered and kept up, how they cut across one another, how necessary they are to our frail human life, and how, finally, they can destroy us. For a campus like ours rife with idealistic illusions, the play has a special poignancy.

The young and idealistic Gregers Werle (John Davenport) vows to strip the illusions from his friend's eyes, Halmar Ekdal (Richard Lechowich). He proceeds to do this by moving in with him and his wife, Gina (Heather Fraser). When Gregers reveals his truth to Halmar about Gina, he produces only slight distress. Fraser was stolidly peasant-like as Gina, and muttering to himself with life. Raul Aportela was impetuous and impulsive, teeming with life. Gregers played Gregers as coldly intellectual rather than as a bright-eyed idealist; as a result, his disillusionment received no audience sympathy (the audience almost hissed at him). Instead of wild-eyed enthusiasm, guilt and deflation, he displayed generosity, foolishness and sadness that we have to live by that rule. It's why we pinch the fruit.

For Gregers, the Ekdals live in a world of illusions; yet he, in his belief in the nobility of ideas, is the greatest illusionist of them all. This is an Ibsen play that satirizes idealistic Ibsenism, a symbolic play that criticizes symbol-making. Its play of perspectives is dazzling and almost breaks the family apart. Undaunted, he persuades Halmar's daughter, Hedvig (Eileen Durkin) to bring her father round by an act of noble self-sacrifice, killing the wild duck that is so precious to her. Perhaps grasping the symbolism only too well, Hedvig shoots herself, leaving all, even Gregers, in despair.

For Gregers, the Ekdals live in a world of illusion; yet he, in his belief in the nobility of ideas, is the greatest illusionist of them all. This is an Ibsen play that satirizes idealistic Ibsenism, a symbolic play that criticizes symbol-making. Its play of perspectives is dazzling (almost Chekhovian), mixing as it does comedy and pathos, zany horseplay and horror. Therein lies its difficulty in performance. Halmar, for instance, must convincingly combine self-pity and generosity, foolishness and pathos. On opening night, Lechowich seemed to be able to avoid extremes, but he did so at the expense of a fully convincing portrayal. Raul Aportela played Gregers as an honest person. How would you behave in similar circumstances? If you were selling a house in the fall when it hadn't rained in weeks, would you go to a lot of trouble to sell a prospective buyer that the cellar often has water six inches deep during the spring when it rains a lot? Wouldn't you bother to mention it? Would you buy a used car from a person like yourself?

We'd all like to live in a world where no law had to be passed to enforce honesty, decency and ethical standards, but we don't live in that world. The Romans had that Latin phrase we've borrowed, "caveat emptor." It means "Let the buyer beware." And most of us recognize with some sadness that we have to live by that rule. It's why we pinch the fruit.

In no case are we more suspicious than in the purchase of a second-hand car, but at the same time there's nothing we buy that we're so incapable of judging accurately. You can look at a car in a lot for an hour and you can drive it around the block, but you're still not going to know that it was in a bad accident four months ago and the frame is weakened and bent. You're not going to know the piston rings are gone and the car uses a quart of oil with five gallons of gas. You can see for yourself that the tires are OK, but you can't determine that the transmission is shot without taking the car apart. In spite of the money being spent by the car dealers trying to get Congress to vote against the bill, I'm against it anyway. Sometimes the car dealers themselves don't know what's wrong with a car and it would cost them more to find out than the car is worth. The law would make the dealer fill out a checklist of 52 possible defects the car might have.

I'm in favor of that only if everyone else selling anything has to do the same thing.

---

**Is honesty really the fair policy?**

---
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---

***Showcase***

---

**Joseph Dolan confronts Eileen Durkin in *The Wild Duck***

---

**smerd**

---

**Ring!**

---

by Ted Ozark

---

"Don't worry ... It was owned by a little old senator who bought it only on Sundays!"

---

*rings*
I GUYS $4. GIRLS AVAILABLE IF MARCH 5 AT 7 LAFORTUNE BE EARL 2 IF 30 OR MORE PEOPLE SHOW UP TONIGHT

FOUR NOTRE DAME FENCERS qualified for the NCAA championships on the strength of their performances at the Notre Dame Invitational. The men's and women's teams each had three fencers qualify for the event, to be held March 16-18 at Notre Dame. All Rowing Club
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FOR SALE

FOR RENT

LOST/FORGAN

TICKETS

Sports Briefs

Bookstore Basketball is just around the corner. Registration will be held on Wednesday, March 10 (Austin Carr's birthday), from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the LaFortune Ballroom. Each team member must be present at registration. The entry fee is $5.00 per team. — The Observer

All Rowing Club members going on the spring trip to Austin are requested to attend a meeting for collection Monday at 10 a.m. in LaFortune Little Theatre. Any questions, Jim Feeney at 846-4013. — The Observer

Non-varsity deadlines coming up include both men's and women's 12-inch softball. The roster deadline is Wednesday, and must include 12-16 players, all from the same hall. The deadline for softball girls walk-on entries is also Wednesday, and must include 12-20maximun and all the players from the same department. The baseball league scoring committee will continue to accept walk-on entries, and there is an $8 entry fee for each roster. A women's soccer tourney is forming, with teams arranged by hall and rosters due: of course, Wednesday. There will be a $2.00 fee for entry and proof of insurance is required.

INTERHAL HOCKEY PLAYOFFS begin tonight with towosoro semi-final games in the ACC's North Dome. At 10:15, Grace will play Dillon and at 11:30, Off-Campus faces Holy Cross. The winners will face off in the championship game Tuesday night at 10:15. — The Observer

PISTON MEETING for all those heading to Tennessee for the spring trip will be held Wednesday at 6:45 p.m. in LaFortune. — The Observer

...Hockey

...Flyers
**Juniors**

Sign-Ups for Senior Portraits
March 8 thru March 11
In Dining Halls During Dinner

---

End season

**Women suffer fifth straight loss**

By MARK HANNUKSELA  
Sports Writer

The Observer - Sports

Bring down the curtain boys, the folding act is complete. Notre Dame's women's basketball team completed its second-half slide Saturday by dropping its fifth straight, 68-59 to Michigan State.

The win was the fourth in a row for the Spartans, and it improved their season record to 10-11.

The Irish finish at 16-9, considerably better than the 10-18 mark of a year ago.

"It was a hard way to end the season," Irish Coach Mary DiStanislao said afterwards. "Perhaps our kids can't see the light at the end of the tunnel, yet. If you can, then you just dig harder. But they'll learn.

If and when they do in fact learn, they'll have this season's final three games to help them.

Saturday was the third straight gam that Notre Dame let slip through its grasp. After trailing by as much as 13 points on two occasions in the first half, the Irish rallied and eventually came within a point of the Spartans, 56-57, with just over five minutes left.

The Spartans weathered the storm however, went on to score 12 of the game's last 16 points to come away with the win.

"The difference in the game was the inability to stop their running game," DiStanislao said. "The biggest atrocity in the game was our poor shot selection on offense. That led to long, uncontested shots.

"We didn't have our answers, and they were able to use them to get the transition game going."

That transition game hurt the Irish more in the last five innings than it did at any other time in the game—which was exactly the case in earlier Irish losses to Nebraska and DePaul. Twice in the last minute of the game, the Spartans got free on breaks, and scored three points in the process.

Michigan State led 65-59 when Deb Traningar converted a Brenda Jesowski steal into a uncontested layup. Jesowski then got loose on a break, and covered one of two free throws after being fouled by Laura Dougherty.

Those points hurt, but turnovers and poor shooting hurt worse. Notre Dame had one of its poorer performances from the floor, connecting on only 37 percent of its 36 shots. The Irish were a dismal 9-of-27 in the first half, as the Spartans built a 36-27 halftime lead.

Michigan State's 40 percent average from the floor was its' seasonal average.

Despite its run and gun style Michigan State committed only 11 turnovers in the contest, while the Irish had 23.

The Spartans built up a big first-half edge in rebounding, only to finish just five ahead of the Irish (40-35).

"After doing something for four years, you're able to walk away from the floor, and realize how hard you've worked. These last two years, she realized that she was able to contribute to the team, and she didn't give up."

"It's a game to be proud of," said DiStanislao. "I hope the kids learn something from watching how hard Missy works."

Last two years, she realized that she was able to contribute to the team, and she didn't give up.
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Molarity

Hey, what’s that eddy with the ink in it? You know... MY EDY! AND I HAVE DECIDED TO TAKE OUR MARRIAGE PROOF IN YOUR ABSENCE, AND ADJUDICATE THIS QUESTION WITH THIS規模: "MARRIAGE PROOF IN YOUR ABSENCE"... IT’S SOME KIND OF FOOD, I THINK.

Doonesbury

Today "The Magazine Published in the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom. The editorship of this magazine is controlled by Columbia University Press. The editor of this magazine is... DOONESBURY..."

Molarity

Hey, what’s that eddy with the ink in it? You know... MY EDY! AND I HAVE DECIDED TO TAKE OUR MARRIAGE PROOF IN YOUR ABSENCE, AND ADJUDICATE THIS QUESTION WITH THIS规模: "MARRIAGE PROOF IN YOUR ABSENCE"... IT’S SOME KIND OF FOOD, I THINK.

Simon

What fell, you think? A... FELLA SHOW.

THE Daily Crossword

By Bernie Gordon

ACROSS

1. Contage 5. Large rodents (4, 6)
2. Causing harm (2) 6. Nimbus (4, 4)
3. Kind of squash (5, 4)
4. First-rate (4) 5. Attorney’s fee (5)
8. Paste a review (3, 3)

Saturday's Puzzle Solved:

1. Contage 5. Large rodents (4, 6)
2. Causing harm (2) 6. Nimbus (4, 4)
3. Kind of squash (5, 4)
4. First-rate (4) 5. Attorney’s fee (5)
8. Paste a review (3, 3)

Garry Trudeau

I SEE... SO IT’S NOW AS AN ORGANIZATION, RIGHT?... IN FACT, I THOUGHT IT WAS JUST..."I MEAN, EXCUSE ME..."

Michael Molinelli

The i by Michael Molinelli

1:55 IN 6tE II... THIS APe TRAVEL 4/50... WE ARE YOUR... 1THt (1J{f/NIJIN6 MEMtJ/?5 OF HtNRY

Simon

What fell, you think? A... FELLA SHOW.

Molarity

Hey, what’s that eddy with the ink in it? You know... MY EDY! AND I HAVE DECIDED TO TAKE OUR MARRIAGE PROOF IN YOUR ABSENCE, AND ADJUDICATE THIS QUESTION WITH THIS规模: "MARRIAGE PROOF IN YOUR ABSENCE"... IT’S SOME KIND OF FOOD, I THINK.

Jeb Cashin

WHAT DO YOU MEAN I HAVE TO WRITE IT? I WILL IF Ielts COME, BUT I DONT 20 js AT THIS IMOUT.

The Observer

Today in History

Today’s highlight in history:

In 1965, the United States landed 3,500 Marines in Vietnam.

On this date:

In 1917, riots and strikes broke out in St. Petersburg, marking the beginning of the Russian Revolution.

In 1973, Northern Ireland violence spread to London, where automobile bombs exploded outside the Old Bailey, killing one person and injuring many others.

In 1979, President Jimmy Carter began the Middle East peace mission that led to the signing of the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty.

Five years ago: Spokesmen for President Carter announced he would visit London in May for an economic conference with leaders from six other industrialized nations.

One year ago: About 3,000 people participated in a Solidarity rally at Warsaw University. - AP.

Campus

12:15 p.m. --- Lecture, Ana Maria Marote, Galton Auditorium, reception following.

6 p.m. -- Reconciliation Service, Regina Chapel, sponsored by Saint Mary's College Campus Ministry.

7 p.m. -- Film, "El Salvador: Country in Crisis," LaFortune Little Theatre, sponsored by The Central America Awareness Media Series.

7 p.m. -- Meeting, Internship Prospects 1982-83, 120 O'Shaughnessy Hall, sponsored by Department of Sociology and Anthropology.

7 p.m. -- Auditions, "The Card Index," by Tadeusz Różewicz, SMC Little Theater.

8 p.m. -- Film, "Obessions," Annenberg Auditorium, Snite Museum of Art, sponsored by the Department of Communication and Theatre, $1 admission.

WHAT DOES THE STUDENT UNION RECORD STORE HAVE FOR ME?

Cheaper Prices... Save 24-32 percent of list prices!

Most Current Singles --- $6.50 (compare at $9.95)

Cut-Outs... $2.98 sin $5.98

Convenience... The NUSDU Record Store is located on the Main Floor of LaFortune and open 10-6

PLUS... ordered singles take only one week to arrive!

STOP BY THE S.U. RECORD STORE TODAY!!
Icers sweep Michigan, go to CCHA semis

BY MICHAEL OLENIK
Sports Editor

With chants of "DEE-trio, DEE-trio" echoing through the North Dome of the ACC, the Notre Dame hockey team wrapped up a two-game sweep and a total goal advantage over the Michigan Wolverines to advance to the Joe Louis Arena for the CCHA championships next weekend.

The Irish earned their second trip to Detroit this season by bearing the Wolverines in all aspects of the game in both Saturday night's 6-5 win and Sunday's 5-3 triumph.

The sweep did nothing but clarify the team's sight on the NCAA championship to be decided three weeks down the road in Providence, R.I.

To say the least, that road will be especially difficult, but to Irish co-captain and senior standout Jeff Logan, this team may be as ready as any team in Notre Dame history to handle such a task.

I'm very excited about coaching strategy," said Frieder, who lost both arguments. Notre Dame was plagued by 21 turnovers...

Wolverines shot just 38 percent from the floor in the second half and 62 percent without a point in one stretch. Steer bronchos prevented Marc Kelly from making his first career start, as Irish stars Kelly, Tripuka and Bil Lampmer both with the NBA's Detroit Pistons now, were at course with one second on the clock. The man thought John Paxson over Michigan in the season opener... Notre Dame to a stirring 30-10-17

Paxson, Irish top Wolverines...

BY SKIP DESJARDIN
Sports Editor
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